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Trailblazing twins tackle the Appalachian Trail
1958 alumnae help conserve the famous East Coast trails
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BY PAT LUMPKIN ROSE ( ' 58 )

Many of these paths have lead Elrose and Susie to their highest
y 1958 roomies Elrose Plentovich Courie and
elevation - the 6,643-feet Clingsmans Dome (Smokey Mountians)
Susie Plentovich Hollinger are identical twins. They
- to the granite monoliths in Maine. They proudly acknowledge
attacked their Madison Experience with enthusiasm their feat of hiking up all six of the North Carolina 40,000 peaks.
determined to quickly finish the two-year pre-nursing
A 2008 journal entry in Maine described the intensity of two weeks
curriculum and move forward. Fifty-four years later, they are still
hiking Katahdrin and the 100 miles of wilderness: "It was a difficult
moving forward.
rock scramble. It took us four and a half hours to hike 5.2 miles to
After both became widowed more than a decade ago, El rose
the top, and five hours down - inching our way slow backside style.
and Susie merged their lives together with deliberate and preThis didn't put us under. We managed a 10-miler the next day." The
cise planning. They purchased 100 acres on White Oak Mountain
twins write in a two-for-one format: Susie jots down short daily
in North Carolina and moved into a remote cabin. They quickly
entries and Elrose adds narrative scenes.
adapted to their natural environment and joined the Hayward HikWhile living in the Florida Keys during the winter months, the duo
ers club, which maintains a five-mile stretch of the Appalachian
pours over maps and guidebooks to plan the next adventure. In June
Trail. They also have set a lifetime goal of walking all 2,000-plus
miles of the Appala2011 they hiked 100
miles in Pennsylvania
chian Trail.
and spent two weeks
The trekking twins
are more than half
in New Hampshire.
May and August
way to their goal.
were reserved for a
Elrose and Susie have
Madison reunion and
hiked more than 1,000
family. They describe
miles of the Trail's
the Virginia section
ridged pathways.
of the Appalachian
Always in tandem,
Trail as "a long secthey are continually
planning the next hike.
tion - nearly 523
"We couldn't imagine
miles - and certainly
a life without hiking.
the most beautiful.
It's our passion. It's
We're saving the best
our incentive to greet
for last."
each day with enthusiThe twins' trailasm and promise."
blazing reputation
The sisters' hiking
has permeated the
exploits and manner in
hiking community.
which they approach the Appalachian Trail are methodi- Snack break on a
Though they stick close to their hiking schedules
New Jersey leg of
cal and enthusiastic. Every detail is pre-planned and
(clipped in note-like fashion to their maps), they'll flash
thought out in twin consultation style. From the hike set- an Appalachian Trail
wide smiles and chat with others on the Trail. We llting, travel gear, food choices, clothing and hike logis- hike. The twins design wishers are fascinated by their tenacity. Admittedly,
some of their own
tics, everything is mapped out in advance. It's almost as hiking equipment.
lacking natural directional ability (Who would have
if they participate in a virtual hike tour, studying every
thought?), they may check out the beginning and ending
twist and turn of the paths. Planning takes months. "We respect
trails beforehand. Their car may be parked at an accessible spot. If
nature immensely and try to anticipate what could happen. We
possible, they leave their Trail route with a fellow hiker. And with less
always stay close to hiking groups and have even traversed some
interest in night camping, they now prefer a nice bath, cozy beddings
parts of the Trail with our family. We stick to the plan with a cautious
and a hot meal at day's end. Hiking maturity definitely has its perks.
nature. But we are goal setters," says El rose.
Naturally, they've had their share of hiccups. They fondly
A decision to traverse the entire Appalachian National Scenic
recall shooing a bear cub down the mountain to avoid a close
Trail from Maine to Georgia is not undertaken on a whim. Yet, the
encounter with an irate mother - no doubt nearby. And they recall
twins are not content to be labeled "just hikers." Conservation is
a tedious late-night trail walk when plans went awry along with a
their main mission. Their decade-long voluntary effort to keep a
boat schedule.
five-mile Trail area clean and clear of brush and debris is deterThis summer, not far from a section of the Appalachian Trail,
minedly carried out four times a year. A storm aftermath may even
my roomies will shoulder their own homemade 11-ounce backpacks
find them back for an extra sweep. The twins are wildflower experts
with hiking poles that double as tent gear. They'll settle down to
and can track most deer and bear along the Trail. They often enjoy
pen the exploits-of-the-day in their thickening journal. Maybe, with
hosting a biology professor and students to explore and study the
a little prodding, they'll agree to share the details of the wonderful
Trail. "We well know and appreciate the volunteer efforts of others
moment when they reach the end of the Appalachian Trail. I'd like to
who have paved our hiking paths through 11 states."
be part of that project. Now, if I can just catch up with them. ffl
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